NEW
EW + NOTEWORTHY
RUVATI USA
The 45-inch Roma Workstation sink offers
a variety of built-in and customizable accessories to create a personalized setup.
It features two tiers of sliding tracks that
can hold cutting boards, drying racks,
and colanders. The sink measures 10
inches deep and comes with two African
mahogany cutting boards.
RUVATI.COM
CIRC
CIRCLE #800

BOSCH THERMOTECHNOLOGY
Designed for easy installation, the Greentherm 9000 condensing
tankless water heater offers an energy factor of 0.99 with a thermal
efܪciency of 100 percent, the company says. It also has a wide
operating range—between 9,000 and 199,000 BTUs—which saves
energy when hott water demand is low.
BOSCHHEATINGANDCOOLING.COM
GANDCOOLING.COM
CIRCLE #801

GRANDEUR HARDWARE
Carré Collection luxury interior door
sets are made from brass and feature simple parallel lines in a waterfall edge design. Leaded-crystal or
solid-brass knobs can be combined
with one of seven ܪnishes.
GRANDEURHARDWARE.COM
CIRCLE #802

KICHLER
The Horizon LED downlight
is an alternative to recessed cans in new home
construction. Featuring
snap-in installation, it sits
½ inch from the ceiling and
helps to prevent air escape.
Output is 850 lumens.

DAP PRODUCTS
The company’s new
line of construction
adhesives includes
DynaGrip 4000, which
offers a high-strength,
weatherproof bond
on wet, frozen, and
treated lumber. It can
be applied in freezing
temperatures.
DAP.COM
CIRCLE #804

KICHLER.COM
CIRCLE #803
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NEW + NOTEWORTHY
NO
TOP KNOBS
Part of the Devon Collection, the new
Kingsbridge series pull is not too wide and
not too ornate. Products are available in
eight sizes—from 1Ԋ inches to 12 inches—
and eight ܪnishes.
TOPKNOBS.COM
CIRCLE #805

FRANKE
The company’s seven new
garbage disposals range from
݆/ ޡhp to 1¼ hp. Each grinds
food to septic-system-compatible levels of ܪneness while
using less energy, the company
says. Bio Shield inhibits bacteria growth, and a magnetic rim
prevents metal objects from
falling into the unit.

SONNEMAN
The Abstract Rhythm pendant is
part of a new biophilic collection
of river stone-shaped sconces.
Products use LEDs that emit light
through gaps in the metal panels.
SONNEMANAWAYOFLIGHT.COM
CIRCLE #806

FRANKE.US
CIRCLE #807

MTI BATHS
Part of the company’s new
line of pedestal sinks, Halo
features clean lines and
simple shapes. The circular
basin measures 36 inches
tall, offers 18 inches of
usable surface space, and
is compatible with freestanding and wall-mounted
faucets.
MTIBATHS.COM
CIRCLE #808
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TURNSTYLE DESIGNS
Bullet is an oversized door handle with
a heavily textured ܪnish. Made from a
composite material, the unit is cast from a
piece of rough-hewn timber that picks up
wood-grain detail. It measures 140 millimeters long and comes in various ܪnishes.
TURNSTYLEDESIGNS.COM
CIRCLE #809

MVP
M O S T

V A L U A B L E
2 0 1 7

P R O D U C T S

“ANDERSEN WINDOWS MAKE A HOME LOOK SHARP.
NOW THAT BLACK IS A STANDARD WITH ANDERSEN 400
SERIES, IT’S A COMMON WINDOW COLOR WE ARE SEEING
ORDERED MORE OFTEN AT OUR DESIGN/BUILD FIRM.”
—JACKLYN GRANICZNY, DESIGNER, SUBLIME HOMES, ST. JOHN, IND.

THERMA STOR
THERMA-STOR
The XT105H whole-house dehumidiܪer
features MERV 11 air ܪltration and removes up to 105 pints of water daily.
ULTRA-AIRE.COM

THERMA-TRU
Smooth-Star offers the look
of painted wood or steel but
the durability of ܪberglass.

CIRCLE #822

THERMATRU.COM
CIRCLE #821

ANDERSEN
MultiGlide patio doors can be speciܪed with a 2¾-inch bottom rail in clad
wood or all aluminum.
ANDERSENWINDOWS.COM
CIRCLE #823

“I AM ALWAYS LOOKING FOR NEW
PRODUCTS, AND IN THIS ISSUE I
LIKE THE ISENBERG FAUCET.”

ISENBERG
Inspired by the industrialchic trend, the Klassiker
faucet collection comes
in 20 colors.

—ALI R. HONARKAR, PRINCIPAL,
DIVISION1 ARCHITECTS, LOS ANGELES

ISENBERGFAUCETS.COM

FLAVOR PAPER
Inspired by South African and Lesotho
cultures from the 1800s, this handscreened ShweShwe print features an
intricate geometric pattern that comes in
four colorways.
FLAVORPAPER.COM
CIRCLE #825

CIRCLE #824

THE TILE SHOP
Measuring 8 by 20 inches,
the Hampton marble wall
tile features an engraved 3-D
wave design.
TILESHOP.COM
CIRCLE #826
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KOHLER
The Real Rain showerhead features a water
reservoir that uses gravity to shape the droplets.
US.KOHLER.COM
CIRCLE #827

COLOR CODED
GESSI
A collaboration with architect David Rockwell of the
Rockwell Group, the Inciso Collection of bath ܪttings
and accessories offers a clean, modern aesthetic
and highly customizable speciܪcation. Products
are made from solid brass and come in a variety of
ܪnishes, including black, nickel, and bronze.
GESSI.COM
C
CIRCLE #847

TOP KNOBS
The Exeter bar pull
features a modern yet
familiar silhouette that
is at home in any style
kitchen. Each piece
starts with a basic bar
pull shape and then
bends to attach to
cabinetry. It comes in
six lengths.

ICERA
The redesigned Richmond
II toilet now features
a skirted bottom, a
transitional style, and a
teardrop lever. Flushing
with 1.28 gallons per ܫush,
it has an elongated bowl,
a one-piece design, and
a fully glazed trapway.
ICERAUSA.COM
CIRCLE #848

TOPKNOBS.COM
CIRCLE #849

INFINITY DRAIN
The manufacturer has collaborated with designer Marc Newson on a line of linear decorative drains that draws inspiration from the Hex
wood table and interiors of the Lever House
Restaurant in New York. It comes in ܪve ܪnishes.
INFINITYDRAIN.COM
CIRCLE #850

PFISTER
The Pܪrst Modern bath collection is a singlehandle faucet and shower trim that offers contemporary style at an affordable price point. Available
in polished chrome and brushed nickel, it’s
equipped with an integral temperature limit stop,
ceramic disc valve, and push-and-seal drain.
PFISTERFAUCETS.COM
CIRCLE #851

Contemporary design is
surging in the bath, but which
colors complement the style?
According to the NKBA 2017
trend report, white, off-white,
and gray dominate.
“Contemporary and transitional styles fully support
the monochromatic palettes
that use shades of white and
gray,” says Stephanie Pierce,
director of design and trends
for MasterBrand Cabinets.
She adds, “Black accent
colors in hardware and
faucets as a contrast or on
either the surfaces or vanities
are a nice way to create striking contrast in small spaces
while maintaining the clean
and airy feel often associated
with both of these styles.”
The report reveals that
blues are emerging, with
younger designers opting
for violet and purple tones.
“As the spa bathroom trend
continues due to people
caring more about the bathroom experience in general,
colors like soft blues, greens,
and violets translate really
well—they invoke a sense of
calmness,” says Sue Wadden,
director of color marketing at
Sherwin-Williams.
Gold and brushed brass are
gaining ground when it comes
to faucets, leading Wadden
to believe that “deeper, darker
hues in the bathroom are
going to emerge. The combination of dark walls and
golden and copper metals are
really moving in, and the look
is beautiful for the bathroom.”
—S.K.
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